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ABSTRACT

This program addresses the shortfall in advanced technology application in swim training by introducing an innovative method that combines swimmer videos with AI for optimizing swimming starts. Utilizing common devices like smartphones for recording, alongside OpenCV for video processing and MediaPipe for accurate landmark detection, it navigates challenges in video input and output efficiently. The effectiveness of this approach was validated through two experiments focusing on the technology's accuracy and its impact on training quality. Results highlighted the technology's potential to revolutionize training techniques. This non-invasive, accessible solution emphasizes critical race aspects and offers scope for continuous innovation and improvement, demonstrating significant promise for enhancing athletic training across all levels.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Swimming is a popular sport filled up with a diverse group of people from recreational swimmers to world-class athletes. However, the sport lacks modern day equipment; there are few reliable and efficient analysis systems that can be used to optimize technique. Today, swimming relies heavily on traditional coaching methods and there are significant challenges in obtaining accurate real-time data. The lack of access to advanced technologies in swimming is partly due to the fact that there is a technological gap between swimming and other sports. For instance, the usage of line-scan systems in track and field are able to accurately time athletes completely automatically. On the contrary, swimming touchpads used to measure times have common errors: the touchpad can fail to start, stop, and fail to accurately measure times when swimmers don’t hit the touchpad with enough force [1].

Technological factors such as these can be huge determinants of an athlete’s success. Oftentimes,
races can come down to a hundredth of a second. In fact, Michael Phelps’ seventh Olympic gold medal was won over Milorad Cavic by a hundredth of a second. The importance of technology in swimming has many aspects. First of all, technology that analyzes technique can have a huge impact on improving efficiency. Since races can come down to a hundredth of a second, every action matters, even the movements that aren’t commonly associated with swimming—reaction time, the angle at which one pushes off the wall, how wide an athlete opens their hands—optimizing these could result in major improvements in both physical performance and race times. Studies show that elite swimmers can even train visual perception in relay swimming in order to gain a faster reaction time [2].

From Olympians to recreational swimmers, the implementation of technology can affect a wide group of people [3]. Using technology that can catalyze training results is crucial for every level of swimming, however many individuals may not have access to expensive equipment or resources to use technology. This is why having technology that is readily available to use with everyday devices is important to train swimmers of all levels into their full potential.

A solution is to combine swimming technique with a program that analyzes dive techniques through pose estimation with AI to break down swimming technique. In the past, pose estimation has been used for counting strokes and stroke classification [4]. Additionally, most technology makes use of either wearable sensors or recorded video [5][6][7][8]. Videos are often the simplest and easiest ways to obtain data, however there is a lack of extensive analysis. Since this program doesn’t require the usage of any professional camera equipment and utilizes the input of a video for the resulting output, it will be available for most people in the modern day to use. Additionally, this program will not have a huge impact on traditional coaching methods; it does not completely change how a swimmer trains and only seeks to provide further information that analyzes a swimmer’s technique, and it is up to the athlete and their coach to determine what they can do with that information.

Because this program can be used by a wide number of people, it is a better solution than other methods that are used to increase the performance of swimmers. In the past, methods such as new tech suits have created controversy in the sport: swimmers wearing Speedo’s new Fastskin at the Sydney 2000 Olympics won eighty-three percent of all medals [3]. Additionally, using technology that provides an unfair advantage can also impact all athletes of an entire nation. For example, Chinese swimmers in the 1990’s who used performance enhancing drugs still affect the stereotypes of Chinese athletes today [9]. Methods that are only available to certain groups can create an unfair advantage, but a program that can be easily run on a mobile device acts only to assist swimmers in their technique by giving them more information, and allows them to train more effectively.

2. Challenges

In order to build the project, a few challenges have been identified as follows.

2.1. Getting the pose data

One problem that needs to be addressed for the successful creation of this program is getting the pose data itself and obtaining meaningful measurements automatically from a video. Since this program relies heavily on mapping poses accurately, it is crucial that the artificial intelligence that maps the pose is accurate. This problem could be solved by utilizing OpenCV and Mediapipe. OpenCV will allow the computer to “read” the images/videos that are fed to it, and Mediapipe’s existing pose landmark can be used for detection to generate points on the video and output data.
Since Mediapipe’s pose landmark detection is already trained, it will be accurate in detecting these points.

2.2. The RGB and BGR image formats

Another thing that would need to be considered is the RGB and BGR image formats used by Mediapipe and OpenCV respectively, and only by converting OpenCV’s BGR into RGB will the needed output be created. A second problem that could be present is the issue of taking out the landmark data and creating a visualization of the numbers. The program needs to output a familiar image in order for it to be understood effectively and for it to be used to enhance swimming techniques. This could be done by using openCV to draw on the image; graphical overlays on the 2D image or video could create a visual representation that will be familiar to read. A familiar model would be the best representation of the data, as it will allow users to make the connections between the output model and the swimmer in the video, giving them more information for further analysis.

2.3. How to use the resulting data

Additionally, one of the biggest concerns is how to use the resulting data. Even with the pose estimation correctly utilized, there needs to be a way to represent the data for athletes in order for the program to be successfully used. A way to solve this would be to implement overlays on the model itself, such as the overlay of the diving angle that is used. Since kinematics is a large part of projectile movement, there could be angles that are better for the swimming start, and users could use this to optimize their technique. Another way to solve this problem would be to add logs, allowing users to see past attempts to compare and contrast different starts.

3. Solution

In order for the program to function correctly, there needs to be three things to be taken into account. The three main things that this program links together is a video taken from a recording device, a pose estimation AI, and an analysis engine. First of all, there needs to be a functioning recording apparatus. We decided to use an iPhone camera in this scenario, as phone cameras are easily accessible and it is easy to transfer data to a computer quickly, however any recording device can be used. Once the video has been recorded, the data needs to be transferred into the computer; whether this is through a USB drive, cloud drive, or other method does not matter. This video will be placed into a video folder inside of the program for easy access. The first component of this program is a crucial part; the video makes up all of the input that our program will be using to output data values. Our program uses Python for the programming language, openCV to allow the computer to “read” the video, and Mediapipe’s pose estimation for video analysis. We chose to
use Python because it allowed us to access the Mediapipe library. This is important as the accuracy of the data depends on the model that is outputted by the program, and Mediapipe has a well-trained pose estimation AI that can be used to access landmarks in order to get important points that are used for future analysis. By combining Mediapipe and OpenCV, we obtain data that can then be imported into the third component: the analysis engine. The analysis engine takes the data, arm and leg angles, launch angle, and distance between landmarks to predict the velocity and displacement of the swimmer.

Component A: Camera + OpenCV

The video that is used for input is crucial to the program’s output. The video will be recorded on a camera attached to a tripod, in the same location every time. This strengthens the accuracy of our data by making factors consistent. The video input depends on OpenCV in order to be read and analyzed. OpenCV will be used to open the video and extract frame data, and its computer vision algorithms will allow for the utilization of tracking objects and pose recognition.

![UI demonstration of program and Component A](image)

The process_video function is one of the most key functions in this program. This function is called in the main.py file where it runs through a video that is inputted by the user. OpenCV acts to analyze the inputted video and pass it onto Mediapipe. First, a Video Capture object is created in order to capture video frames from the file. Then a Video Writer object is created for the intention of saving the video. The width and height of the video are set to be 480 and 320 respectively as lowering the resolution results in less pixels needing to be accessed, reducing the computational load to process and manipulate data. The dimensions of the video are set to be variables for easy access. Before the video frames can be transferred to Mediapipe, one more thing needs to be done. This function also includes resizing and recoloring the data. Resizing the frame allows for consistency, which is important for the accuracy of the model. Additionally, because OpenCV codes videos in blue-green-red (BGR) format, the colors need to be recolored to fit Mediapipe’s red-green-blue (RGB) format.

![Code sample of process_video function](image)
Component B: Pose Estimation

The second component uses Mediapipe in order to generate data from the video frames. First of all, the video is sent as frames to Mediapipe using OpenCV. Mediapipe’s pose estimation is specifically being used; this library allows for the detection of landmarks on human bodies in image or video by using machine learning models with single videos. Specific landmarks will be marked in order to detect not poses, but techniques and angles in the swimming start.

Figures 4 and 5: Pose results with landmarks drawn on two different swimmers in the start position (4) and in the position after the launch (5)

The coding for the Mediapipe analysis is important to create the data. One of the most important pieces of data that is to be obtained from the video frames is the angles of various limbs. Because the swimming start relies so heavily on technique and power, specific angles will allow for a more optimized dive. The code calculates two important angles: legs and arms. To create an angle, three points need to be selected. For the legs, these three points are the hip, knee, and ankle landmarks and positions. These landmarks are acquired and transferred to two other functions: the calculate_angle and calculate_distance functions. These functions take the three landmarks and convert them to a numerical value. For example, there are angles for both the right and left arms and legs; both of these angles are printed and updated every frame. These are also overlaid onto the video itself using openCV’s putText function. The angle of the arms are represented using the right arm, as both arms are symmetrical in the start, but the leg angles are shown separately.

Component C: Analysis Methodology

The analysis methodology uses a trained machine in order to predict and output data. Specific
landmarks that are mapped in MediaPipe are used to determine a few data points that can be used for the AI engine. These data values include all of the key angles of the swimmer’s dive along with the velocity of the swimmer. The AI engine takes all this as a csv file and selects features from the DataFrame, splitting it into testing and training sets, and then outputs more information.

The AI engine is composed of two parts: a trainer file and a tester file. The trainer file takes all the data values mentioned above as a csv file and selects features from the DataFrame, splitting it into testing and training sets. Additionally, a column containing the respective true distances for each swimmer in the video list is added to the csv. 80% of this information is used to train the AI, while 20% of this information is placed into the testing set. The csv file (here it is named swimming.csv) is converted into a model, outputting the model as a .pkl, which will then be used for the tester.

The tester file analyzes one video based on the videos that are used to train it. It first plays out the video that the user selects to be analyzed and grabs all of the angles and velocities to compare it to what the AI engine has learned. On completion, it adds all of this into the DataFrame features, which is then used to predict the displacement of the dive. The displacement of the dive is outputted as the prediction in the same unit of measure used in the distance column (in this case, inches).

4. EXPERIMENT

4.1. Experiment 1

This program brings up some blind spots. One of them is the accuracy of the AI engine. In other words, how well does the system map out the data compared to reality? This can be tested through an experiment testing the predicted results versus the actual results. In order to ensure accurate data for this experiment, a few components need to be set into place. First, a specific camera angle and location will need to be kept consistent throughout training the ML model. This is to reduce the variability in displacement (changing the displacement would affect velocity, and thus the ML model itself). The camera angle selected was a 90 degree angle from the right-hand side of the swimmer. The camera was kept the same distance from the swimmer for every video to keep the data consistent. The swimmer would dive when sent off and would hold a streamline underwater to glide as far as they could. The moment where the swimmer surfaced was when their distance was recorded. A sample of 10 swimmers was taken from a population of 15 swimmers in the most advanced group at a swim club to reduce variability.
The charts show the data values of the dives, with predicted results being the results that the AI engine outputs, and actual results being the distances that were measured in real life. On average, the AI engine predicted a distance that was 11.2 inches off the actual distance. The regression line created from the data is linear and positive. These show that the AI engine was somewhat accurate in its predictions of the dives based on the data it was given. However, an issue was that the AI engine often outputted a predicted dive that was less than the real distance—this happened 6 times as opposed to 4 times where it outputted a greater value—which may influence how swimmers are trained. The goal of the AI Engine is to take the data and make the dive as optimal as possible, as higher predictions would mean that the dive could be better, and predictions that are around the same would mean that the dive technique is already somewhat ideal. These results could be caused by the training of the AI Engine; it was only trained with a few videos from a video list, and more videos would definitely improve its predictions.

4.2. Experiment 2

Another important area that needs to be tested is how effective this system was at improving athlete training. To test this, an experiment was set up with a sample of 50 swimmers selected completely randomly. Half of the swimmers were unknowingly put into a control group of people who didn’t use the system. The other half of the swimmers were put into another group of people who did use the system. Both groups were blinded, and didn’t know that the experiment was happening. The groups were each given advice by the same coach to reduce variability in suggestions based on the usage of the system or not. Each swimmer attempted a dive and their distance was recorded. After receiving advice about their dive (the control group got simple advice, while the other group analyzed their dive according to the program), the swimmers tried again and their new distance was recorded.
Figures 12 and 13: Column charts showing the before and after of dive distances after training with/without the program

The data shows that swimmers who utilized the program generally had more improvement than swimmers who didn’t utilize the program. For swimmers who didn’t utilize the program, 15 of them improved their distance, 2 stayed the same, and 8 did worse by a small amount. Regarding the changes in distance, swimmers who didn’t improve generally had a dive that was, on average, 3.4 inches less than their initial one. On the other hand, of the swimmers who did utilize the program 16 of them improved their distance, 1 stayed the same, and 8 did worse by a small amount. Regarding this group’s distance changes, swimmers who improved their dive generally improved an average of about 6.56 inches, and swimmers who didn’t improve generally dove about 1.89 inches less. On average, swimmers who utilized the program had more improvement; factors that could affect this conclusion are the advice that the coach is giving the swimmers, how well the swimmers respond to the advice, and the increased data that is given to the swimmers by the program.

Two experiments were run in order to test the accuracy of the program and its impacts on swim training. The first experiment concerned the AI Engine’s ability to accurately predict the dive distance. Data from 10 swimmers of high ability were sent to be analyzed in the AI Engine, which was able to predict somewhat accurately the distance of the swimmer given the angles of their dive, and was off by 11.2 inches on average. This experiment demonstrated that the AI Engine had potential to predict with a lot higher accuracy, as it was trained with a few videos. It also demonstrates the effectiveness of pose estimation in the sport, as the angles at which a swimmer sets up on a block has a high effect on how far they go. The second experiment concerned training using the data from the program. It involved blinding two groups of 25 swimmers, divided into control and experimental groups. The control group received traditional coaching and dove with new information. Their dives before and after the coaching was recorded. This same process was repeated with the experimental group, however they received the annotated video of their dive, information outputted by the program, and coaching before they attempted to dive a second time. The experimental group showed higher improvement compared to the control group, demonstrating that the program was somewhat successful in refining how a swimmer can train.

5. RELATED WORK

Methodology A: Inertial Sensors

Inertial sensors are novel methods of analysis consisting of microelectromechanical systems, accelerometers, and gyroscopes [10]. These inertial sensors are attached to the swimmer, which in turn, obtains specific data. This solution is fairly effective to produce specific analysis. Additionally, it provides analysis to the four strokes, as all of them can be reduced into different locomotion phases between walls [11]. However, because of the overall difficulty in obtaining accurate data in aquatic environments, there are some challenges that this solution faces. Sensors are difficult to be placed in efficient places. Sometimes, a specific swimsuit is required in order to get it in the correct place, however this may be of annoyance to the swimmer, as it is quite bulky. Even single inertial sensors placed on lateral sides of swimmers were found to be uncomfortable...
This device also ignores the device’s influence on coaching practice; commercial systems seem to be more geared towards recreational swimmers who want more data.

Since the pose estimation uses a video to record the swimmers and accurately provides them information based on a pose-estimation, there is no need for extra sensors to be placed onto the swimmer that may cause discomfort and interfere with their swimming technique.

**Methodology B: Other Uses of Pose Estimation**

Pose estimation can also be used to analyze the strokes, however analysis for starts and turns are underdeveloped because the technology usage is lacking. This pose estimation is able to estimate what stroke a swimmer is doing, and creates recordings that can be used to quantitatively assess performance [12]. However, not much else can be accounted for without further analysis, and while the data could be used for training, there is no further information given past this model. It also ignores swimming starts (or dives), a key part to swimming, as at any point in the water, it is off the start where an athlete is the fastest in the water. In fact, once in the water, the swimmer never gains velocity, but will decelerate until they hit the speed that they will maintain for the rest of the distance [13]. Because our solution focuses on the start, specific training methods could be utilized with the analysis data that is outputted. This also allows the athlete to focus on one of the most integral parts of their race.

**Methodology C: Accelerometers**

Accelerometers are an interesting piece of technology that can be used to determine the velocities of swimmers. It can be used to measure the push-off velocities of swimmers off the walls, which is crucial to the race as it is off the start and turns where the swimmer will be the fastest in the entire race [14]. Additionally, accelerometers can be used to recognize swimming styles, stroke count, and intensity of exercise [15]. However, this relies on sensors that bring up the same issue as the inertial sensors. Accelerometers are taped on the swimmers, often at the lower back position, which could result in discomfort while swimming. However, this method does end up calculating the acceleration and maximum push-off velocity successfully. Since the video solution is less invasive than attaching to the athlete’s body, it allows them to swim the same way that they usually do without discomfort.

Three methodologies for technology in swimming were mentioned in this paper. Methodology A concerned inertial sensors, which was able to output specific stroke data, but faced challenges regarding the aquatic environments and comfortability of swimmers due to attaching the inertial sensors themselves. Methodology B concerned pose estimation, which was effective for stroke data, but lacked focus on starts and turns. Out of all the methods, B was the least invasive due to its video recording element. Methodology C involved the usage of accelerometers to determine swimmer velocity. However, this faced the same challenge present in Methodology A, as swimmers could face discomfort in sensor placement. Each of these approaches had unique advantages and challenges in what they tried to accomplish, and the pose estimation program created in this paper targets these and tries to combine them: it attempts to output analyzed data that is accurate while also utilizing a less invasive solution.

**6. CONCLUSIONS**

This project, focusing on enhancing swimming starts, currently analyzes only the dive and immediate follow-through. Expanding its scope to include underwater phases could provide a more comprehensive analysis of a swimmer's speed. Improvements are also needed in the machine
learning (ML) model’s accuracy. By incorporating data from a wider range of dives and swimmer body types, and adjusting for variables like starting block differences, the model can offer more precise feedback for technique refinement.

Although in its nascent stage, this program’s application of pose tracking technology in swimming shows significant promise. It has the potential to offer detailed data for improving training methods and individual techniques, heralding advancements in the application of technology in sports.
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